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Roboclub Induction Program for First Year Students was conducted under the guidance
of Institution Innovation Council(IIC),  Modern Education Society College of Engineering, Pune
on Microsoft Teams.

The program started with an introductory speech of Prof. Priyanka M. Bagul Ma'am, who is
also the faculty coordinator of the club. This added to the excitement of students. Further, the
session was continued with a brief idea about “What is Roboclub?” and “Roboclub MESCOE”. The
program speakers, in simple words, made the agenda of the Roboclub clear to all students. All the
participants were getting more and more curious as the session was moving forward. It was then
followed by “Events conducted by Roboclub”. A brief summary of all the events and
robo-competition was given. Activities such as Industrial Projects, Research Projects etc
encouraged students to start implementing their theoretical knowledge practically. The major part of
the program which caught the attention of the whole audience was the International Robotic
Competition “ROBOCON”. Vice-captain of the ROBOCON team gave all the necessary information
about the competition. Ex-Captains and Presidents also joined the program to share their valuable
experience and the industry scenarios with all the attendees. It was continued by discussing the
perks of being a part of the Roboclub, explaining how interdisciplinary knowledge will help to boost
your career. The faculty Coordinators and current Student Coordinators were introduced to the
newcomers. Further, the procedure to join the club was also conveyed deeply. The Q&A session
was really energetic. The members asked all their queries regarding the club and they were
answered beautifully by our current and ex members. We had 3 seniors who joined us, they shared
their experience and also how being a part of this club gave them more exposure in the technical
field. The program ended with a vote of thanks referring to the faculty coordinators and IIC
MESCOE.

The program was a grand success with a total of 206 attendees. It helped to boost the
enthusiasm of all the students and make them more curious to be a part of the ‘ROBOCLUB’.


